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New Event Type: Potential Dark Activity
Skylight now detects when a vessel’s AIS signal has not been received for a long time. You will see
this icon         on the map for each “Potential Dark Activity” event. The icon represents the last AIS
signal received prior to a lapse in transmission for 6 to 18 hours depending on transponder class
(more below).

Vessels maymay turn AIS off for a number of interesting reasons:

● To enter into regulated areas to fish while “dark”
● To conduct other illegal activities while “dark,” like transshipping with sanctioned vessels
● Because they are facing a safety issue, robbery, or piracy

However, there are also many innocent
reasons why vessels may “disappear” on
AIS, such as a vessel's transponder not
functioning, the AIS transmission not
reaching a satellite or terrestrial receiver,
the vessel operator having concerns about
the level of safety in the particular area, or
the vessel is entering port and AIS is not
required by the port authority.

NOTE: Lack of coverage by our AIS
provider, SPIRE, is not a reason we expect
these events to be created. Check out
Skylight’s knowledge base article for more
on AIS and SPIRE’s coverage.

The event will include tracks for the previous 48 hours where available, and up to 48 hours after the
event once another Potential Dark Activity event is complete and another signal is received. For
cases where a signal has not been received for over 72 hours, there will not be tracks after the
event.

NOTE: “Potential Dark Activity” events are limited to beyond 5.5km from shore to reduce false
positives of vessels arriving at port.

Like all Skylight events, users are able to create alerts for Potential Dark Activity events. Users
should consider any updates to their Areas of Interest to detect Potential Dark Activity around
regulated areas. Skylight users may wish to use the heat map view for a certain time frame  to
identify places where gaps in AIS transmission are most common.
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https://allenai.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SKB/pages/29471375602/AIS


“Potential Dark Activity'' events viewed as a heatmap—as shown in image below—support patrol
planning and other risk monitoring. Such clusters of AIS transmission gaps near the EEZ borders of
Fiji, Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands suggest higher risk areas for incursions and dark activity

Note that “Potential Dark Activity'' is considered a “Beta” version, which means we are actively
monitoring performance and reviewing feedback for this feature.

When you click on the event to view its Activity Details Card, you
will see “Transponder Class”.

There are 3 different types of Transponder Classes:

1. Class A - Determined by receiving message type 1, 2, 3, 5.
The transmission gap threshold is 6 hours. Generally used
by large vessels required to carry AIS per IMO regulations.

2. Class B - Determined by receiving message type 18, 19,
24. The transmission gap threshold is 18 hours. Most often
used by fishing vessels.

3. Unknown - Determined by receiving message type 27. The
transmission gap threshold is 6 hours.

Class B transponders have a higher threshold (18 hours)
because they are lower powered and transmit less frequently.

For each event, details card shows a Duration field will be
showing as:

1. Pending - An AIS transmission has not been received since the start of the “Potential Dark
Activity” event. The Event Details Card will show “In Progress” in the top right corner.
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2. Expired - 72 hours or more have passed since the last AIS transmission.
3. Days, hours and minutes - Time without an AIS transmission.

The duration of the “Potential Dark Activity'' event is represented on the map by a blurry vessel
track between the start of the event and the next AIS transmission where available (see image on
the left). Not all blurry tracks are a “Potential Dark Activity'' event, only those AIS gaps that exceed
6 or 18 hours, depending on transponder type. As with any Skylight event, blurry track segments
indicate a gap in AIS transmission (see image on the right). Check out Skylight’s Knowledge Base
for more on Potential Dark Activity events!

Share an Event
To support communication among team members and
partner agencies, individual Skylight events can now
easily be shared without the hassle of locating a
particular area and event on map.

To share an event, click the three bars in the top right
of the event detail card. Then click “Copy Event Link”
like shown in the image. This will copy the link and can
now be pasted in email, WhatsApp, etc. Anyone with a
Skylight account may open the link to view the same
event.

NOTE: Sharing an event is not supported for “Entry” and “Speed Range” events, which depend on a
user’s Area of Interest.
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https://allenai.atlassian.net/l/cp/hspixnN7


Near Shore Vessel Detections
Skylight now supports vessel detections from Sentinel-1 satellite radar imagery near shore.
Previously, Skylight only showed vessel detections beyond 3 nautical miles from shore.

These near shore detections can be helpful to detect incursions into protected areas, like artisanal
fishing zones, by industrial vessels that are otherwise restricted from fishing in such areas.

Check out Skylight’s Knowledge Base for more on satellite radar imagery.

Vessel track segments available via the API
For any AIS-based event, Skylight’s API now provides event tracks. These tracks show the pathway
of the vessel 48 hours before the event, and up to 48 hours after the event.

Skylight Web Platform users can also download the .kml file for tracks for any event. The .kml file
includes these same tracks that may be imported into Google Earth or other platforms for
additional analysis.
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https://allenai.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SKB/pages/29471375491/Satellite+Radar

